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United States
1. Introduction
1.
The Committee last squarely examined competition issues in the e-commerce
sector in October 2000 with a roundtable addressing “Competition Issues in Electronic
Commerce”.1 At that time, “[p]rice dispersion across B2Cs cast[…] doubt on the utility
of Internet search engines, and on the current ability of entrepreneurs and governments to
remove some of the … obstacles to the development of e-commerce.”2
2.
At the same time, however, the Committee presciently recognized that “[i]n ecommerce cases, competition authorities will frequently be faced with the difficult
problem of determining whether on-line and traditional commerce are in the same or
different product markets.”3 It also recognized that e-commerce likely would expand
geographic markets. Because of the length of time that has passed since the Committee’s
direct consideration of e-commerce and competition policy, now is an appropriate time to
revisit some of the antitrust issues that may arise in this area.
3.
Despite the length of time that has passed since the last consideration of ecommerce, the Committee has examined many topics in adjacent areas since 2000. For
example, the Committee has held recent roundtables and hearings discussing: The Digital
Economy4; Vertical Restraints for Online Sales5; Disruptive Innovations and their Effect
on Competition6; Competition and Cross Platform Parity Agreements7; Big Data8;
Algorithms and Collusion9; Price Discrimination;10 and Multi-Sided Markets.11 Though
beyond the scope of this paper, the United States Federal Trade Commission and the
Antitrust Division of the U.S Department of Justice have considered a variety of topics
related to and involving e-commerce.12
4.
E-commerce continues to expand distribution mechanisms, increase growth in
retail markets, improve consumer choice, and spur innovation, among other things.
Today, advances in technology routinely reform the way competition occurs in online
environments, in offline environments, and in environments that exist at the confluence of
the two. Antitrust agencies must navigate these quickly moving areas by monitoring
developments and evaluating conduct as it occurs.
5.
The U.S. Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) and the Antitrust Division of the
U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) (together, “Agencies” or “Antitrust Agencies”)
submit this paper as part of the Committee’s ongoing consideration of the growth of ecommerce and its implications for competition law and policy within the OECD and as an
update to the Agencies’ previous submissions in the area of competition policy in the
digital age.
6.
This remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some
examples of the prevalence of online marketplaces and the increasing interaction of
online and offline marketplaces. Section 3 explains that U.S. antitrust laws provide the
framework and tools to analyze activity in these spheres that may violate the antitrust
laws by describing illustrative examples of cases brought by the Agencies. Section 4
concludes.
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2. The Increasing Interaction of Online and Offline Marketplaces
7.
Online, or e-commerce, sales are on the rise.13 The United States Census Bureau
reports on quarterly online sales, including their size compared to total quarterly retail
sales.14 Online sales have increased steadily since 2008 and currently measure about 9%
of total quarterly retail sales.15 There is no indication the trend will slow or reverse
anytime soon.
8.
Moreover, online and offline marketplaces increasingly interact and compete with
each other. This development has required the Agencies to consider the effects of these
sales and the interaction between the marketplaces when considering the competitive
effects of conduct or transactions. For example, the existence, or the potential existence,
of both online and offline competitors can, but does not necessarily, impact market
definition and analysis of a transaction or conduct. Every case depends on the facts and
circumstances existing at the time of the merger or conduct in question. Although online
sales are increasingly relevant to antitrust analysis, they are not always a significant
factor, and the US agencies consider the relevant facts in each case.16 A significant
question is always which product markets likely are or would be affected and the
competitive landscape in those markets.
9.
The increasingly blurred lines between online and offline sales and distribution
has led to companies engaging in myriad distribution methods to compete. This multichannel approach allows companies to match supply-side output with demand-side
requirements. These supply-side responses to demand-side shifts in consumer behavior
may be an indication that competition is working rather than being a sign of trouble.
10.
For example, Amazon, a company that began and previously existed only online,
opened a brick-and-mortar store in Washington, D.C. This was its 15th location and
continued its expansion into the offline space.17 Its recent purchase of Whole Foods
Market, discussed further below, furthered the blurring of the line between offline and
online sales. Nordstrom, a traditional offline store, in 2011 purchased HauteLook, a flash
sales site that existed entirely online.18 This has given consumers expanded shopping
options such as the ability to return items to Nordstrom Rack stores items purchased
online at Hautelook.
11.
Importantly, antitrust law needs to be aware of more than just online/e-commerce
versus offline/bricks and mortar competition. Antitrust law must be cognizant of the
integration of technology into traditional items like durable goods, whether sold online or
offline. Competition to manufacture so-called smart-home devices is robust and creating
an ever-growing sector of commerce and in areas not traditionally centered on
technology, such as smart ovens, refrigerators, and even mirrors.19 Consumers’ everincreasing demand for innovative devices fuels competition in this area. The Federal
Trade Commission in 2013 hosted a day-long “Internet of Things” workshop, at which it
considered the benefits and risks associated with the Internet of Things, largely in the
areas of consumer privacy and security.20 Although the Antitrust Agencies understand it
is not within the purview of all competition agencies globally to address consumer
protection issues, this FTC staff report is relevant to the growing consumer demand for
interconnected items.
12.
The Antitrust Agencies have considered the increasingly blurred lines between
online and offline competition in recent cases, which serve as exemplars of the
increasingly indistinct boundary between the online and offline spheres and which
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demonstrate that the Agencies’ traditional antitrust tools are flexible enough to
accommodate these new methods of competing.
13.
First, the FTC considered the competitive implications of the merger of a
primarily-online seller of books and consumer products (Amazon) with an offline seller
of groceries (Whole Foods). It considered whether the acquisition substantially lessened
competition under Section 7 of the Clayton Act or constituted an unfair method of
competition under Section 5 of the FTC Act, determining that it did neither of those
things.21 In employing its traditional merger-investigation tools, the FTC analyzed the
facts of competition both online and offline and determined that the merger of the two
companies would not substantially lessen competition.
14.
Second, the FTC considered online competition—ultimately determining that it
did not tip the balance—in its analysis of the 2014 Men’s Wearhouse/Jos. A. Bank
transaction. In its analysis, the FTC determined that online sales are not a significant
factor in every market, even though when the FTC looks at competition today, “it
typically considers the significance of online sales.”22 Although it considered online
competition, the FTC determined that competitive dynamics between bricks-and-mortar
stores, which rested on factors like promotional strategies and tailoring service, were not
affected to a significant degree by competition online.23 Despite limited competition from
online sources, the merging companies faced significant competition from other bricksand-mortar stores such that the transaction was unlikely to harm consumers.
15.
Third, the Antitrust Division also has considered these issues. In 2013, a federal
district judge ruled that Apple had violated section 1 of the Sherman Act by conspiring to
raise the prices of e-books. The court found that Apple had participated with publishers in
a per se unlawful horizontal price-fixing conspiracy. Ultimately, the court determined that
Apple’s illegal conduct deprived consumers of the benefits of competition on e-books and
forced them to pay higher prices.
16.
The Division filed its suit against Apple and five publishers in 2012 and reached
settlements with the publishers. The court’s order required Apple to modify its existing
agreements with the publisher defendants to allow retail price competition on e-books and
eliminate the “most-favoured-nation” clauses that facilitated raising e-book prices. The
order also prohibited Apple from serving as an information conduit among e-book
publishers and from retaliating against publishers for refusing to sell e-books on agency
terms (under which the publisher set the retail price and paid Apple a commission).
Further, the order barred Apple from entering into agreements with e-book publishers that
are likely to increase, fix, or set the price at which other e-book retailers may sell
content. Finally, the court ordered the appointment of an external compliance monitor to
ensure the adequacy of Apple’s antitrust compliance policies.24 In 2015, the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit upheld the judgment and injunction against Apple. 25 The
court rejected Apple’s argument that the rule of reason should apply because Apple had a
vertical relationship to the publishers. The court explained that the relevant agreement in
restraint of trade was not Apple’s vertical contracts with the publishers, but rather the
horizontal agreement that Apple orchestrated among the publishers to raise e-book
prices. Such a horizontal price-fixing conspiracy is the “archetypal example” of a per se
unlawful restraint on trade, and each of the conspiracy’s members is liable for the per se
violation even if one has a vertical relationship to the others.
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3. The U.S. Antitrust Laws are Flexible Enough to Address New Forms of Competition
17.
As described above, business and competition are evolving quickly and are
moving beyond simply selling in a bricks-and-mortar store or selling on a single website.
The U.S. antitrust laws, though in existence for more than a century, can address new
methods of competition and remediate potential harms that occur in this rapidly changing
environment. In the end, the Antitrust Agencies rely on the facts of each case and use
their tools to determine whether the transaction or conduct at issue is likely to reduce
consumer welfare by reducing output, raising prices or stifling innovation. Whether in the
sphere of e-commerce or outside it, ‘”antitrust demands evidence of harm or likely harm
to competition.”26
18.
The hypothetical potential for collusion between algorithms is a frequent topic for
discussion and writing, but it is not currently known or understood whether it is possible
or likely for algorithms to collude without human involvement. The Antitrust Agencies
noted in their submission to the Competition Committee in June 2017 that firms have
long employed rules—whether explicit or implicit—to set prices. Such formulas
historically have been implemented by individuals. Increasingly, price setting is being
conducted by computers using algorithms, and “[many firms use algorithms to set pricing
on the internet because there are vast pricing data to sort through and changing prices is
relatively inexpensive.”27 Pricing algorithms react more quickly to pricing decisions by
competitors, operating in a dynamic way that allows prices to respond quickly to changes
in market circumstances, but it is unclear whether, in any given situation, an algorithm
will spur competition, incentivize collusion, or prompt cheating.28 Nevertheless, there is
little to suggest that, absent evidence of a collusive agreement among competitors, the
U.S. antitrust laws, which guard the competitive process and are not price-control
statutes, have a role to play in this area.29
19.
To provide an actual example, the DOJ has charged two executives and an
ecommerce retailer in a price-fixing conspiracy in which the conspirators utilized pricing
algorithms to fix the prices of posters sold on the Amazon Marketplace. On this platform,
a retailer priced its own products, and Amazon determined the order in which to display
products in response to a customer query. While this determination was based on a
number of factors, the retailer offering the lowest price for the product that is most
responsive to the search query typically appeared first in Amazon’s search results, which
was the most desirable spot for generating sales. To date, one executive and the ecommerce retailer have pleaded guilty for subverting competition for poster sales on the
Amazon Marketplace by agreeing to match prices for specific posters sold on the Amazon
marketplace.30
20.
The conspirators used commercially available algorithm-based pricing software,
which continually collects competitor pricing information and prices a product based on a
set of rules implemented by the seller. In order to match prices, one conspirator, with the
agreement of the other, programmed its algorithm to find the lowest-price offered by a
non-conspiring competitor for a particular poster, and then set its poster price just below
that, and another conspirator set its algorithm to match the first conspirator’s price. By
agreeing to fix prices for certain posters, the conspirators eliminated competition among
themselves for these sales. Such competition likely would have driven the poster prices
down further. The conspirators monitored the effectiveness of their pricing algorithms by
spot checking prices and enforced their price-fixing agreement. Once the pricing
algorithms were in place, however, the conspiracy was, to a large extent, self-executing.
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21.
In another e-commerce case, two companies and the top executive of each
pleaded guilty in 2017 to criminal charges related to a price-fixing conspiracy for
customized promotional products sold online to U.S. customers. The companies,
Zaappaaz Inc. and Custom Wristbands Inc., agreed to pay criminal fines of $1.9 million
and $0.4 million, respectively. According to the charges, the conspirators attended
meetings and communicated in person and online. The investigation revealed that the
conspirators used social media platforms and encrypted messaging applications, such as
Facebook, Skype and WhatsApp, to reach and implement their illegal agreements.
Specifically, the defendants agreed, from as early as 2014 until June 2016, to fix the
prices of customized promotional products sold online, including wristbands and
lanyards.31
22.
Under the U.S. antitrust laws, e-commerce firms with market power are
prohibited from engaging in conduct that anticompetitively excludes rivals. Unilateral
conduct of this sort could be viewed by some as an undue risk in technology markets
where firms may have a technological advantage that gives them a large market share.
Importantly, however, large market share alone is not a violation of the U.S. antitrust
laws.
23.
A firm with market power may violate U.S. law through anticompetitive vertical
restraints such as exclusive dealing. As the Agencies noted in their 2013 submission to
the Competition Committee on Vertical Restraints for Online Sales, “[t]he presence,
absence or extent of online sales in a market is a fact that is considered as part of any
analysis, but in and of itself is not a fact that would require changing the analytic
process.”32 First, the procompetitive or anticompetitive nature of a vertical restraint
depends on the facts of the case and does not rest on the online nature of the companies
involved. The importance and relevance of factors such as network effects, free-riding
and other relevant factors likely varies from case to case. Second, even if future cases or
empirical research were to demonstrate a relationship between online sales and an
increase or decrease in competitive harm, vertical restraints will be analyzed using the
rule of reason under U.S. antitrust law.33
24.
A perceived absence of cases brought in relation to a particular factual setting
does not mean that the U.S. Antitrust Authorities cannot or will not bring them in the
right circumstances. One example of this is U.S. v. Microsoft.34 Consistent with longstanding U.S. precedent, DOJ indicated that if “Microsoft had confined itself to
improving and promoting its products on their merits, it would have faced no antitrust
liability.”35 The Court of Appeals determined that this is the right framework for antitrust
scrutiny of unilateral conduct by a firm that harms competition by excluding competitors.
It is a standard that the Antitrust Agencies apply today regardless of whether conduct
occurs in the e-commerce sector or outside it.
25.
Antitrust analysis of mergers in the United States often is concerned with mergers
of horizontal competitors. The FTC has reviewed a number of mergers between
companies that compete partially or completely through e-commerce; in some cases, the
FTC has found no basis to challenge the transaction, but in others it has. For example, in
2015, the FTC challenged the acquisition of Office Depot, Inc. by Staples, Inc. After
conducting an investigation for nearly a year, the FTC filed a lawsuit in the U.S. District
Court for the District of Columbia and an administrative action to block the merger.36
26.
The two parties had attempted to merge in 1997; the U.S. District Court for the
District of Columbia granted the FTC’s motion for an injunction to block the merger. 37
Notably, online sales were not a relevant consideration in 1997—the relevant product
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market included only “retail sale of office supplies … through office supply
superstores.”38 Between 1997 and 2017, however, Office Depot had acquired Office Max
in 2013, and the FTC cleared that transaction without remedies.39 In deciding to close its
seven-month investigation into that transaction, the FTC noted that the market for the sale
of consumable office supplies had changed materially in the interim. Specifically, the
“explosive growth of online commerce” significantly changed the Commission’s analysis
of the relevant product market and led to the determination that Office Depot and Office
Max would not be able to raise prices in the relevant product market.40
27.
In the 2015 Staples/Office Depot transaction, the FTC found that the market for
office supplies had been reshaped since 1997 by the growth of mass merchants like WalMart, club stores like Costco, and online retailers. The FTC’s analysis of the 2015
transaction focused on a different product market than the previous transactions, however.
Specifically, it focused on business-to-business (B-to-B) customers that “require a single
vendor with a broad geographic footprint”, a market segment that was not adequately
served by online competitors like Amazon.41 The district court’s decision to grant an
injunction rested on the key issue of market definition and, in particular, the question of
whether online competitors would adequately constrain the merged entity’s sales offline.
The court found that they would not, accepting the FTC’s narrow “price discrimination”
market whose anticompetitive effects would vary significantly for different customers
purchasing similar products.42 Because the merging parties were the only suppliers that
offered a national footprint and services like next-day delivery that customers purchasing
nationally demand, the merging parties would not be constrained by competition from
online competitors.
28.
The FTC also has considered the competitive implications of other transactions in
the online space. For example, the FTC used its traditional competition tools, including
an analysis of likely switching, to determine that Zillow, Inc.’s acquisition of Trulia,
Inc.43 did not violate Section 7 of the Clayton Act or Section 5 of the FTC Act. Despite
close competition between the two web portals for home buying, the agency’s
investigation revealed that real estate agents use varied methods, aside from the merging
parties’ platforms, to attract customers. The Commission also examined the competitive
dynamics on the consumer-facing side of the platform and concluded that the combined
entity would continue to “have strong incentives to develop new features in order to grow
its consumer audience and thereby increase its advertising revenue.”44 Thus, there was
insufficient evidence that the parties would be able to raise prices or would fail to
continue to innovate after the transaction.45
29.
The FTC also brings enforcement proceedings, using its consumer protection
authority, against companies for violations of Section 5 of the FTC Act. Section 5
prohibits, among other things, unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the marketplace.
Under this authority, the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection brings enforcement
actions to stop law violations and require companies to take affirmative steps to remediate
unlawful behavior. Nonetheless, the consideration of privacy as a consumer protection
concern is different from treating it as a potential competition concern.46 Legitimate
concerns about privacy have different solutions—firms must protect consumer data in
line with consumer protection standards, including disclosure.
30.
For example, in 2014, the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection notified
Facebook and WhatsApp about their obligations to protect the privacy of users in light of
Facebook’s proposed acquisition of WhatsApp.47 The FTC did not challenge Facebook’s
acquisition on competition grounds. And, although the FTC has not challenged a merger
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on the basis of a reduction in non-price competition over privacy protections, the FTC has
explicitly recognized that privacy can be a non-price dimension of competition.48
Nevertheless, enforcers should be very careful about any assumptions that privacy can be
measured and valued in a manner equivalent to price or quality in mergers or conduct
matters. Privacy is not a proxy for price and should not be treated as such, because it is
unclear that reduced privacy is uniformly disfavored by consumers or that a competition
enforcer should analyze it in the same way as a reduction in quality or an increase in
price.

4. Conclusion
31.
As illustrated by the discussion above, the presence or absence of online
competitors can affect the Antitrust Agencies’ analysis of mergers and conduct, but it
does not, in itself, require a novel approach to the analysis. Each case is evaluated on the
facts at hand, including any competitive constraints imposed by the presence of online
sales. E-commerce can increase (or decrease) competition at retail, it can enhance (or
diminish) consumer choice particularly; it can spur (or chill) innovation in distribution
and other areas. The Antitrust Agencies will continue to apply their competition tools to
the facts of each situation to address harms to competition and consumers when they
occur.
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